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To Our Brothers the Lions of War and Lions of Battle in the Land of the Two Migrations

Jammadi al Akhirah 1441H | February 2020M
In the Name of Allah the Most Merciful and Compassionate

Praise be to Allah who said: {The believing men and believing women are allies of one another. They enjoin what is right and forbid what is wrong and establish prayer and give zakah and obey Allah and His Messenger. Those, Allah will have mercy upon them. Verily, Allah is Exalted in Might and Wise.} and prayer and peace be upon our model who said <A believer to another believer is like a building whose parts reinforce each other, (then he clasped his hands with the fingers interlaced (while saying that))> and upon his family and his companions and those who followed him until the Day of Judgment.

Thereafter: From the mujahidin of Jama’at Nusrat al-Islam Wal Muslimeen, to our brothers the lions of war and lions of battle in the Land of the Two Migrations, may Allah preserve them and guide them and guide their steps along the right path, may Allah’s peace and mercy and blessings be upon you.

Brothers of faith and jihad in the land of beloved Somalia and its surroundings, your dear letter reached us, filled with love and loyalty and advice and brotherhood and incitement for persistence in the places of war and the combat with the enemies, and you were the former and you are currently the people of this as well, so you revive the meaning of "one body" so that when one member complains about it, the rest of the body calls for it, and praise be to Allah who gave us harmony and companionship and victory and cooperation in the jihad for His sake, He, glorified and exalted is He, said in His Dear Book: {He is who supports you with His support and the believers* and brought together their hearts. If you had spent all that is in the Earth, you could not have brought their hearts together; but Allah brought them together. Verily, He is Exalted in Might and Wise.} and praise be to Allah, then praise be to Allah, then praise be to Allah.

Our brothers the lions of war in the Land of Two Migrations, we follow with great interest your blessed raids and your auspicious endeavor to liberate the land of Somalia and East Africa from the direct and indirect American occupation, and your keenness on preserving the borders of Allah and implementing Shariah in each region you liberate from the invaders, so that Muslims live in dignity under the banner of Islam and worshiping Allah alone, and who has no partner, and who are safe for themselves and their symptoms and their money, tied together by the brothers of religion and their binding to the Book of the Lord of the Worlds, protected from human whims and the whims of corrupt rulers, who are manipulators of the situational laws and Earthly constitutions. In order for the king to continue and become rich upon the skulls of the weak and poor.
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Our dear brothers, as long as you heal the breasts with your victories and you incite the youth of the Ummah with your feet, until you become, by the grace of Allah, the parable of riding to your championships in your stirrups, and how we breathed in the fragrance of your victories and took from them more on this path filled with thorns at a time when the head of disbelief America and its demonic allies thought that it possessed the world and applied the noose upon the Ummah, were it not were for this few who have followed the truth in this Ummah, who breathe into it the spirit to rise again, with the Book that guides and the sword of victory, may Allah appoint you from it a high status, and the necks began to watch from you for the good news and your continued news whenever the situation got tighter and the noose tightened, to renew with each good news from Somalia, the hope in all the battle fronts and the hostilities in Palestine and ash Sham and Afghanistan and the Arabian Peninsula and the Islamic Maghreb and the Indian Subcontinent and so forth.

Our brothers, the people of honesty and loyalty, this message arrives to you as the al Aqsa Mosque is humiliated and Jerusalem is subject to Judaization, and ash Sham is in a ferocious war led by Russia and the Magi against our weak people from the people of the Sunnah, to ensure the security of the Zionist occupation, which it has enjoyed safely for decades, and he bullied and showed his power until his arrogant politicians imagined that it was time for a complete Judaization of Palestine, and the expansion of the two to Jordan and the greed in Mecca and Medina and the Land of the Two Holy Mosques, because they found before them dwarfs who had no Islam except in name, and no masculinity except in a depiction, and their arrogance was increased by the arrogant American President Trump, who searches for dominance under the feet of the actual kings of America via the Federal Bank of the Rothschilds and Rockefellers, so the Zionists will continue to be arrogant in Jerusalem, for its ignorance of history of this Ummah and the speed of its uprising to support its religion and its sanctuaries when its enemy thought it was dead and at its end, and our story with the Tatars and the British and the French and the Soviets is engraved on the pages of history which we opened again with America, so let's make from it, with Allah's might and His power, another striking example for the nations which have passed through our land, and which Allah wrote their end at our hands, and with the praise of Allah and His reconciliation, we got rid of all of humanity’s wickedness, and we substituted injustice with justice and oppression with mercy, and racism with brothers of faith equal among the people, not one of them has preference over anyone except in piety, because they are from Adam and Adam is from dust, and this is the essence of our religion which is envied by the angered from among the Jews and the lost from among the new evangelicals most of whom do not know the Book except wishful thinking and they do not know,
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And beyond distorted prophecies they fabricate lies despite their behavioral deviation from every religion and evading all morals and virtue from them, and their indulgence in every vice to the degree of the comeback of beasts, and the description of Allah the Almighty of them is true: {They are not except like livestock, rather, they are more astray}.

Our brothers, the youth of jihad and martyrdom, may Allah write your reward with what you have revived from a year of communication between the brothers, and may Allah make it in the balance of your good deeds, and we ask Allah the Almighty to revive this year between the Muslims in various countries to embody the idea of a single Ummah in different fronts to revive the spirit of cooperation and becoming stronger together, and in consolidation and sincerity and distribution of the roles and burdens in confronting an alliance which our Muslim Ummah has faced throughout its long history, because it is the only way to achieve victory, and the dream of Muslims in a country on the methodology of the prophet which brings them together and protects them and protects their religion and preserves their sanctities and protects their wealth.

Until then, we entrust in you oh Allah whose deposits are not lost and we seek forgiveness from Allah the Almighty for us and for you, and you shall seek his forgiveness and find Him forgiving and merciful, and praise be to Allah the Lord of the Worlds.

Glory be to Allah and to His prophet and the believers.